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Abstract
This paper discusses the discrete-time dynamical sys-

tem consisting from two controlled objects and de-
scribed by a nonlinear and linear recurrent vector equa-
tions in the presence of uncertain perturbations. For
this dynamical system we propose a mathematical for-
malization in the form of solving two-level hierarchical
minimax program control problem with incomplete in-
formation and propose the algorithm that has a form of
a recurrent procedure of solving a linear programming
and a finite optimization problems.
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1 Object’s dynamics in the two-level hierarchical
control system

On a given integer-valued time interval (simply inter-
val) 0, T = {0, 1, · · · , T} (T > 0, T ∈ N; whereN is
the set of all natural numbers) we consider a controlled
multistep dynamical system which consists of the two
objects. Dynamics of the objectI (main object of the
system) controlled by dominant playerP , is described
by a vector nonlinear discrete-time recurrent relation of
the form

y(t+1) = f(t, y(t), u(t), v(t), ξ(t)), y(0) = y0, (1)

and the dynamics of the objectII (auxiliary object of
the system) controlled by subordinate playerE, is de-
scribed by the linear relation:

z(t + 1) = A(t)z(t) + B(t)u(t)+

+C(t)v(t) + D(t)ξ(1)(t), z(0) = z0, (2)

wheret ∈ 0, T − 1; y(t) = (y1(t), y2(t), . . . , yr(t)) ∈
Rr is a phase vector of the objectI at the time mo-
ment t; z(t) = (z1(t), z2(t), . . . , zs(t)) ∈ Rs is a
phase vector of the objectII at the time moment
t; (r, s ∈ N; for n ∈ N, Rn is an n-dimensional
Euclidean vector space of column vectors);u(t) =
(u1(t), u2(t), . . . , up(t)) ∈ Rp is a vector of control
action (control) of the dominant playerP at the time
momentt, that satisfies the given constraint:

u(t) ∈ U1(t) ⊂ Rp, (3)

where U1(t) for each time momentt ∈ 0, T − 1
is a finite set of vectors in the spaceRp; v(t) =
(v1(t), v2(t), . . . , vq(t)) ∈ Rq is a vector of control ac-
tion (control) of the subordinate playerE at the time
momentt, which depends from admissible realization
of the controlu(t) ∈ U1(t) of the playerP and must
be satisfy the given constraint:

v(t) ∈ V1(u(t)) ⊂ Rq, (4)

whereV1(u(t)) for each time momentt ∈ 0, T − 1
and controlu(t) ∈ U1(t) of the playerP is the finite
set of vectors in the spaceRq.
In the equations (1) and (2) describing dynam-

ics of the objectsI and II, respectively,ξ(t) =
(ξ1(t), ξ2(t), . . . , ξm(t)) ∈ Rm and ξ(1)(t) =
(ξ(1)

1 (t), ξ(1)
2 (t), . . . , ξ(1)

l (t)) ∈ Rl are a perturbations
vectors for these objects that at each time momentt
(t ∈ 0, T − 1) satisfies the given constraints:

ξ(t) ∈ Ξ1(t) ⊂ Rm, ξ(1)(t) ∈ Ξ(1)
1 (t) ⊂ Rl, (5)



where the setsΞ1(t) andΞ(1)
1 (t) are convex, closed

and bounded polyhedrons (with a finite number of ver-
tices) in the spacesRm and Rl, respectively, and re-
strict admissible values of realizations of perturbations
vectors of the objectsI andII, respectively at the time
momentt.
We assume, that for all fixedt ∈ 0, T − 1

the vector-functionf : 0, T − 1 × Rr × Rp ×
Rq × Rm −→ Rr is continuous by collec-
tion of the variables(y(t), u(t), v(t), ξ(t)); for all
fixed time momentt ∈ 0, T − 1, and convex set
Y∗ ⊂ Rr , and controlsu∗(t) ∈ U1(t) and
v∗(t) ∈ V1(u∗(t)), the setf(t, Y∗, u∗(t), v∗(t),Ξ1) =
{f(t, y(t), u∗(t), v∗(t), ξ(t)), y(t) ∈ Y∗, ξ(t) ∈ Ξ1}
is convex set of the spaceRr; matrixesA(t), B(t),
C(t), andD(t) in a vector recurrent equation (2), de-
scribing dynamics of the objectII, are real matrices
of dimensions(s × s), (s × p), (s × q), and(s × l),
respectively.

2 Information conditions for the players in the
control systems

The control process in discrete-time dynamical system
(1)–(5) are realized in the presence of the following in-
formation conditions.
It is assumed that in the field of interests of the player

P are both possible terminal (final) statesy(T ) of the
objectI and possible statesz(T ) of the objectII, and
for any considered time intervalτ, T ⊆ 0, T (τ < T )
the playerP also knows a future realization of the pro-
gram controlv(·) = {v(t)}t∈τ,T−1 (∀ t ∈ τ, T − 1 :
v(t) ∈ V1(u(t)), u(t) ∈ U1(t)) of the playerE at
this time interval which communicate to him, and he
can use its for constructing his program controlu(·) =
{u(t)}t∈τ,T−1 (∀ t ∈ τ, T − 1 : u(t) ∈ U1(t)).
We assumed that in the field of interests of the player

E are only possible terminal statesz(T ) of the ob-
ject II and for any considered time intervalτ, T ⊆
0, T (τ < T ) he also knows a future realization of
the controlu(·) = {u(t)}t∈τ,T−1 (∀ t ∈ τ, T − 1 :
u(t) ∈ U1(t)) of the playerP at this time interval,
which communicate to him, and he can use its for con-
structing his program controlv(·) = {v(t)}t∈τ,T−1

(∀ t ∈ τ, T − 1 : v(t) ∈ V1(u(t)), u(t) ∈ U1(t)).
Therefore, the behavior of playerE explicitly depends
on the behavior of playerP .
It is also assumed that in the considered control pro-

cess for every instantt ∈ 0, T playersP andE knows
all relations and constraints (1)–(5).

3 Definitions and criterions of quality for the con-
trol process

For a strict mathematical formulation the two-level hi-
erarchical minimax program control problem by a fi-
nal states phase vectors in discrete-time dynamical sys-
tem (1)–(5) with perturbation we introduce some defi-
nitions.

For a fixed numberk ∈ N and an integer-valued in-
terval τ, ϑ ⊆ 0, T (τ ≤ ϑ), similarly as in the work
[Shorikov, 1997], we denote bySk(τ, ϑ) the metric
space of functionsϕ : τ, ϑ −→ Rk of an integer argu-
mentt and by comp(Sk(τ, ϑ)) we denote the set of all
nonempty and compact subsets of the spaceSk(τ, ϑ).
Based on constraint (3), and similarly as in the

work [Shorikov, 1997], we define the setU(τ, ϑ) ∈
comp(Sp(τ, ϑ− 1)) of all admissible program controls
u(·) = {u(t)}t∈τ,ϑ−1 of the playerP on the interval

τ, ϑ ⊆ 0, T (τ < ϑ). And for a fixed program con-
trol u(·) ∈ U(τ, ϑ) of the playerP according to con-
straint (4) we define the finite setV(τ, ϑ;u(·)) of all
admissible program controls of playerE on the inter-
val τ, ϑ ⊆ 0,T (τ < ϑ) of the correspondingu(·).
According to constraints (5) we define the setsΞ(τ, ϑ)
andΞ(1)(τ, ϑ;u(·)) of all admissible program pertur-
bations vectors that respectively affect on the dynam-
ics of the objectsI andII on the intervalτ, ϑ ⊆ 0,T
(τ < ϑ).
Let for instantτ ∈ 0, T the setW(τ) = 0, T ×

Rr×Rs is the set of all admissibleτ -positionsw(τ) =
{0, y(τ), z(τ)} ∈ 0, T × Rr × Rs of the playerP
(W(0) = {w(0)} = W0 = {w0}, w(0) = w0 =
{0, y0, z0}) on levelI of the control process.
Then we define the following convex terminal func-

tional

α : W(τ)×U(τ, T )× V̂(τ, T )×Ξ(τ, T )×

×Ξ(1)(τ, T ) = Γ(τ, T , α) −→ E =]−∞,+∞[, (6)

and its value for every collection
(w(τ), u(·), v(·), ξ(·), ξ(1)(·)) ∈ W(τ) × U(τ, T ) ×
V̂(τ, T ) × Ξ(τ, T ) × Ξ(1)(τ, T ) is defined by the
following relation

α(w(τ), u(·), v(·), ξ(·), ξ(1)(·)) = α̂(y(T ), z(T )) =

= µγ̂(y(T )) + µ(1) < e(1), z(T ) >s . (7)

WhereV̂(τ, T ) = {V(τ, T ;u(·)), u(·) ∈ U(τ, T )};
by y(T ) = yT (τ, T , y(τ), u(·), v(·), ξ(·)), and by
z(T ) = zT (τ, T , z(τ), u(·), v(·), ξ(1)(·)) we denote
the sections of motions of objectI and objectII, re-
spectively at final (terminal) instantT on the interval
τ, T ; α̂ : Rr × Rs → R1 is convex terminal func-
tional; γ̂ : Rr → R1 is convex terminal functional;
e(1) ∈ Rs is fixed vector; here and below, for each
k ∈ N, a ∈ Rk andb ∈ Rk will be denoted by the sym-
bol < a, b >k scalar product of vectorsa andb of the
spaceRk; µ ∈ R1 andµ(1) ∈ R1 are fixed numerical
parameters which satisfying the following conditions:

µ ≥ 0; µ(1) ≥ 0; µ + µ(1) = 1. (8)



We denote byW(1)(τ) = 0, T × Rs the set of all
admissibleτ -positionsw(1)(τ) = {τ, z(τ)} ∈ 0, T ×
Rs of the playerE (W(1)(0) = {w(1)(0)} = W(1)

0 =
{w(1)

0 }, w(1)(0) = w
(1)
0 = {0, z0}) on levelII of the

control process.
Then we define the following linear terminal func-

tional

β : W(1)(τ)×U(τ, T )× V̂(τ, T )×Ξ(1)(τ, T ) =

= Γ(τ, T , β) −→ E, (9)

which estimate for playerE a quality of the final phase
states of the objectII, and its value for each collection
(w(1)(τ), u(·), v(·), ξ(1)(·)) ∈ W(1)(τ) × U(τ, T ) ×
V̂(τ, T )×Ξ(1)(τ, T ) is defined by the following rela-
tion

β(w(1)(τ), u(·), v(·), ξ(1)(·)) =

= β̂(z(T )) =< e(1), z(T ) >s . (10)

Where β̂ : Rs → R1 is linear terminal functional;
z(T ) = zT (τ, T , z(τ), u(·), v(·), ξ(1)(·)) is the section
of motion of objectII at final (terminal) instantT on
the intervalτ, T ; e(1) ∈ Rs is fixed vector.
Let also, for any intervalτ, T ⊂ 0, T , and admissi-

ble realizations ofτ -positionw(τ) ∈ W(τ), program
controlsu(·) ∈ U(τ, T ) andv(·) ∈ V(τ, T ;u(·)), and
program perturbation vectorξ(·) ∈ Ξ(τ, T ) we shall
consider the convex terminal functional

γ : W(τ)×U(τ, T )× V̂(τ, T )×Ξ(τ, T ) =

= Γ(τ, T , γ) −→ E, (11)

which estimate for playerP a quality of the final phase
states of the objectI, and its value for each collection
(w(τ), u(·), v(·), ξ(·)) ∈W(τ)×U(τ, T )×V̂(τ, T )×
Ξ(τ, T ) is defined by the following relation

γ(w(τ), u(·), v(·), ξ(·)) = γ̂(y(T )). (12)

Where γ̂ is convex terminal functional from (7);
y(T ) = yT (τ, T , y(τ), u(·), v(·), ξ(·)) is the section
of motion of objectI at final (terminal) instantT on
the intervalτ, T .

4 Optimization problems for the control process
Then for realization the aim of the playerE we

can formulate the following minimax program control
problem by a final state phase vector of the objectII
on the levelII of the control in two-level hierarchical
control process for dynamical system (1)–(5).
Problem 1. For fixed intervalτ, T ⊆ 0, T (τ <

T ), admissible on the levelII in the two level hi-
erarchical control system for dynamical system (1)–
(5) realization τ -position w(1)(τ) = {τ, z(τ)} ∈
W(1)(τ) (w(1)(0) = w

(1)
0 ∈ W(1)

0 ) of the
player E and every admissible realization of the
program controlu(·) ∈ U(τ, T ) of the playerP
on the level I of this control process, it is re-
quired to find the setV(e)(τ, T , w(1)(τ), u(·)) ⊆
V(τ, T ; (u(·)) of minimax program controlsv(e)(·) ∈
V(τ, T ;u(·)) of the playerE and his minimax result
c
(e)
β (τ, T , w(1)(τ), u(·)) corresponding the controlu(·)

of the playerP , and these elements are determines by
the following relation:

V(e)(τ, T , w(1)(τ), u(·)) = {v(e)(·) :

v(e)(·) ∈ V(τ, T ;u(·)), c
(e)
β (τ, T , w(1)(τ), u(·)) =

= min
v(·)∈ V(τ,T ;u(·))

max
ξ(1)(·)∈ Ξ(1)(τ,T )

{

β(w(1)(τ), v(·), u(·), ξ(1)(·))}}, (13)

where the functionalβ is defined by the relations (9)
and (10).
Below, for realization the aim of the playerP corre-

sponding by the levelI of considered control process
we formulate the following minimax program control
problem by a final state phase vectors of the objectsI
andII on the levelI of the control in two-level hierar-
chical control process for dynamical system (1)–(5).
Problem 2. For fixed time intervalτ, T ⊆ 0, T (τ <

T ) and admissible on the levelI of the two-level hi-
erarchical dynamical system (1)–(5) of the realization
τ -positionw(τ) = {τ, y(τ), z(τ)} ∈ W(τ) (w(0) =
{0, y0, z0} = w0 ∈ W0) of the playerP it is required
to find the setU(e)(τ, T , w(τ)) ⊆ U(τ, T ) of the mini-
max program controls of the playerP and his minimax
result c(e)

α (τ, T , w(τ)), and these elements are deter-
mines by the following relation

U(e)(τ,T, w(τ)) = {u(e)(·) : u(e)(·) ∈ U(τ, T ),

c(e)
α (τ, T , w(τ)) = min

u(·)∈U(τ,T )
{



min
v(e)(·)∈V(e)(τ,T ,w(1)(τ),u(·))

max
ξ(·)∈Ξ(τ,T )

ξ(1)(·)∈Ξ(1)(τ,T )

{

α(w(τ), u(·), v(e)(·), ξ(·), ξ(1)(·))}}}. (14)

Based on the solutions of the problems 1 and 2 we
consider the following problem.
Problem 3. For fixed time intervalτ, T ⊆ 0, T (τ <

T ) and admissible on the levelI of the control in
two-level hierarchical dynamical system (1)–(5) real-
ization theτ -positionw(τ) = {τ, y(τ), z(τ)} ∈ W(τ)
(w(0) = {0, y0, z0} = w0 ∈ W0) of the playerP
and admissible on the levelII of the control process
for this dynamical system the realizationτ -position
w(1)(τ) ∈ W(1)(τ) (w(1)(0) = w

(1)
0 ∈ W(1)

0 ) of
the playerE which formed due from theτ -position
w(τ), and admissible realization of the program min-
imax controlu(e)(·) ∈ U(e)(τ, T , w(τ)) of the player
P on the levelI of it control process, which formed
due from solutions of the problems 1 and 2 it is re-
quired to find the set̂V(e)(τ, T , w(1)(τ), u(e)(·)) ⊆
V(e)(τ, T , w(1)(τ), u(e)(·)) ⊆ V(τ, T ;u(e)(·)) of
the optimal minimax program controlŝv(e)(·) ∈
V(e)(τ, T , w(1)(τ), u(e)(·)) of the playerE on level
II of the control of this control process and the num-
ber c(e)

β (τ, T , w(1)(τ), u(e)(·)) of optimal value of the
result of the minimax program control for the player
E on the levelII of the control of this control pro-
cess for considered dynamical system and correspond-
ing the controlu(e)(·) to the playerP and these deter-
mines by the following relations:

V̂(e)(τ, T , w(1)(τ), u(e)(·)) = {v̂(e)(·) : v̂(e)(·) ∈

∈ V(e)(τ, T , w(1)(τ), u(e)(·)), c(e)
α (τ, T , w(τ)) =

= min
v(e)(·)∈V(e)(τ,T ,w(1)(τ),u(e)(·))

max
ξ(·)∈W(τ,T )

ξ(1)(·)∈W(1)(τ,T )

{

α(w(τ), u(e)(·), v(e)(·), ξ(·), ξ(1)(·))}}; (15)

c
(e)
β (τ, T , w(1)(τ), u(e)(·)) =

= min
v(·)∈V(τ,T ;u(e)(·))

max
ξ(1)(·)∈Ξ(1)(τ,T )

{

β(w(1)(τ), v(·), u(e)(·), ξ(1)(·))}. (16)

Note, that we can consider the solutions of formulated
problems 1–3 which in union are determine the solution
of the main problem of two-level hierarchical minimax
program control by the final states of the objectsI and
II for the discrete-time dynamical system (1)–(5) in
the presence of perturbations.

5 Algorithm of solving the Problems 1–3
Thus, for any fixed and admissible time interval

τ, T ⊆ 0, T (τ < T ) and realizationτ -positionw(τ) =
{τ, y(τ), z(τ)} ∈ W(τ) (w(0) = {0, y0, z0} = w0 ∈
W0) of the playerP on the levelI of the control
process and corresponding to itτ -positionw(1)(τ) =
{τ, z(τ)} ∈ W(1)(τ) (w(1)(0) = {0, z0} = w

(1)
0 ∈

W(1)
0 ) of the playerE on the levelII of this two-level

hierarchical control system for the discrete-time dy-
namical system (1)–(5) we can describe the algorithm
for solving Problems 1–3 formulated above.
Then, for every admissible realization of the program

controlu(·) ∈ U(τ, T ) of the playerP on the levelI
of this control process, and on the basis of the above
definitions and results of the works [Shorikov, 1997],
[Shorikov, 2005] the procedure of the construction the
solution of the Problem 1 can be represented as a se-
quence consisting from solving of the following three
sub-problems:
1) constructing for every admissible controlv(·) ∈

V(τ, T ;u(·)) of the playerE of the reachable set
G(1)(τ, z(τ), u(·), v(·), T ) (note, that this set can be
construct by finding a solutions of a finite sequence a
linear mathematical programming problems, and this
set is convex, closed and bounded polyhedron (with a
finite number of vertices) in the spaceRs [Shorikov,
1997]);
2) maximizing of the linear terminal functional̃β

which is defined by the relations (9) and (10) on the
setG(1)(τ, z(τ), u(·), v(·), T ), namely, the formation
of the following number:

κ
(e)
β (τ, T , w(1)(τ), u(·), v(·)) =

= max
z(T )∈G(1)(τ,z(τ),u(·),v(·),T )

< e(1), z(T ) >s=

=< e(1), z̃(e)(T ) >s (17)

(note, that the solving of this problem is reduced to
solving a linear mathematical programming problem
[Shorikov, 1997]);
3) constructing of the set̃V(e)(τ, T , w(1)(τ), u(·))

and the number̃c(e)
β (τ, T , w(1)(τ), u(·)) from solving



the following optimization problem:

Ṽ(e)(τ, T , w(1)(τ), u(·)) = {ṽ(e)(·) :

ṽ(e)(·) ∈ V(τ, T ;u(·)), c̃
(e)
β (τ, T , w(1)(τ), u(·)) =

= κ
(e)
β (τ, T , w(1)(τ), u(·), ṽ(e)(·)) = min

v(·)∈V(τ,T ;u(·))
{

κ
(e)
β (τ, T , w(1)(τ), u(·), v(·))}} (18)

(note, that the setV(τ, T ;u(·)) is a finite set at the
spaceRq, and then the solving of this problem is re-
duced to solving a finite discrete optimization prob-
lem).
Taking into consideration (9), (10), (13), (18), and

the conditions stipulated for the system (1)–(5), one
can prove (analogy as in the works [Shorikov, 1997],
[Shorikov, 2005]), that the following assertion is valid.
Theorem 1. For fixed time intervalτ, T ⊆ 0, T (τ <

T ), admissible on the levelII in the two level hier-
archical control system for the discrete-time dynam-
ical system (1)–(5) realizationτ -position w(1)(τ) =
{τ, z(τ)} ∈ W(1)(τ) (w(1)(0) = w

(1)
0 ∈ W(1)

0 )
of the player E and for every admissible realiza-
tion of the program controlu(·) ∈ U(τ, T ) of the
player P on the levelI of the control system, the
setṼ(e)(τ, T , w(1)(τ), u(·)) of the admissible program
controls ṽ(e)(·) ∈ V(τ, T ;u(·)) of the playerE on
the level II of the control system and the number
c̃
(e)
β (τ, T , w(1)(τ), u(·)) are constructed from a finite

number procedures of solving the linear mathemati-
cal programming problems, and the finite discrete opti-
mization problem, and the following equalities are true:

Ṽ(e)(τ, T , w(1)(τ), u(·)) = V(e)(τ, T , w(1)(τ), u(·));

c̃
(e)
β (τ, T , w(1)(τ), u(·)) = c

(e)
β (τ, T , w(1)(τ), u(·)),

(19)
where the setV(e)(τ, T , w(1)(τ), u(·)) and the num-
berc(e)

β (τ, T , w(1)(τ), u(·)) determined by the relation
(13).
Proof. Let ṽ(e)(·) ∈ Ṽ(e)(τ, T , w(1)(τ), u(·))
⊆ V(τ, T ;u(·)). Then from relations (17),
(18), and properties of the reachable set
G(1)(τ, z(τ), u(·), v(·), T ) for the dynamical sys-
tem (2), (4), (5) (see [Shorikov, 1997]), and relations
(9), (10), and (13), and taking into account that
V(τ, T ;u(·)) is finite set, the following equality is true

c̃
(e)
β (τ, T , w(1)(τ), u(·)) =

= κ
(e)
β (τ, T , w(1)(τ), u(·), ṽ(e)(·)) = min

v(·)∈V(τ,T ;u(·))
{

max
z(T )∈G(1)(τ,z(τ),u(·),v(·),T )

< e(1), z(T ) >s} =

=< e(1), z̃(e)(T ) >s=

= max
ξ(1)(·)∈ Ξ(1)(τ,T )

β(w(1)(τ), ṽ(·), u(·), ξ(1)(·)) =

= min
v(·)∈ V(τ,T ;u(·))

max
ξ(1)(·)∈ Ξ(1)(τ,T )

{

β(w(1)(τ), v(·), u(·), ξ(1)(·))} =

= c
(e)
β (τ, T , w(1)(τ), u(·)). (20)

Let ṽ(e)(·) ∈ V(e)(τ, T , w(1)(τ), u(·))
⊆ V(τ, T ;u(·)). Then from relations (13), (9),
and (10), and properties of the reachable set
G(1)(τ, z(τ), u(·), v(·), T ) for the dynamical sys-
tem (2), (4), (5), and relations (17), (18), and taking
into account thatV(τ, T ;u(·)) is finite set, the
following equality is true

c
(e)
β (τ, T , w(1)(τ), u(·)) =

= min
v(·)∈ V(τ,T ;u(·))

max
ξ(1)(·)∈ Ξ(1)(τ,T )

{

β(w(1)(τ), v(·), u(·), ξ(1)(·))} =

= max
ξ(1)(·)∈ Ξ(1)(τ,T )

β(w(1)(τ), ṽ(·), u(·), ξ(1)(·)) =

= max
z(T )∈G(1)(τ,z(τ),u(·),ṽ(·),T )

< e(1), z(T ) >s=

= κ
(e)
β (τ, T , w(1)(τ), u(·), ṽ(e)(·)) =



= min
v(·)∈V(τ,T ;u(·))

κ
(e)
β (τ, T , w(1)(τ), u(·), v(·)) =

=< e(1), z̃(e)(T ) >s=

= c̃
(e)
β (τ, T , w(1)(τ), u(·)). (21)

From (20) it follows that if ṽ(e)(·) ∈
Ṽ(e)(τ, T , w(1)(τ), u(·)) then ṽ(e)(·) ∈
V(e)(τ, T , w(1)(τ), u(·)), and consequently the
following inclusion holds

Ṽ(e)(τ, T , w(1)(τ), u(·)) ⊆ V(e)(τ, T , w(1)(τ), u(·)),

and from (21) it follows that if ṽ(e)(·) ∈
V(e)(τ, T , w(1)(τ), u(·)) then ṽ(e)(·) ∈
Ṽ(e)(τ, T , w(1)(τ), u(·)), and consequently the
following inclusion holds

V(e)(τ, T , w(1)(τ), u(·)) ⊆ Ṽ(e)(τ, T , w(1)(τ), u(·)).

Then from this inclusions it follows that equality (19)
is true, and the validity of Theorem 1 is completely
proved.
Next, consider the algorithm for solving the

problem 2.
Let G(τ, y(τ), u(·), v(·), T ) is a reachable set

[Krasovskii and Subbotin, 1988] of all admissible
phase states of the objectI at time momentT corre-
sponding to the fixed collection(τ, y(τ), u(·), v(·)) ∈
{τ} × Rr ×U(τ, T )×V(τ, T ;u(·)).
Then, on the basis of the above definitions and results

of the works [Shorikov, 1997], [Shorikov, 2005] the
procedure of the construction the solution of the Prob-
lem 2 for the discrete-time dynamical system (1)–(5)
can be represented as a sequence consisting from solv-
ing of the following three sub-problems:
1) constructing of the reachable set

G(τ, y(τ), u(·), v(·), T ) (note, that this set can be
construct by finding a solutions of a finite sequence
one-step operations only, and it is convex, closed
and bounded set in the spaceRr [Shorikov, 1997],
[Shorikov, 2005]) ;
2) maximization of the convex terminal func-

tional α̃ which is defined by the relations (6)–
(8) on the sets G(τ, y(τ), u(·), v(·), T ) and
G(1)(τ, z(τ), u(·), v(·), T ), namely, the formation
of the following number:

λ(e)
α (τ, T , w(τ), u(·), v(·)) =

= µγ̂(ỹ(e)(T )) + µ(1) < e(1), z̃(e)(T ) >s=

= max
y(T )∈G(τ,y(τ),u(·),v(·),T )

µγ̂(y(T ))+

+ max
z(T )∈G(1)(τ,z(τ),u(·),v(·),T )

µ(1) < e(1), z(T ) >s

(22)
(note, that the solving of this problem is reduced to
solving a linear and a convex mathematical program-
ming problems [Shorikov, 1997], [Shorikov, 2005]);
3) constructing of the set̃U(e)(τ, T , w(τ)) and the

number c̃(e)
α (τ, T , w(τ)) from solving the following

optimization problem:

Ũ(e)(τ, T , w(τ)) = {ũ(e)(·) : ũ(e)(·) ∈ U(τ, T ),

c̃(e)
α (τ, T , w(τ)) = λ(e)

α (τ, T , w(τ), ũ(e)(·), v̄(e)(·)) =

= min
u(·)∈U(τ,T )

min
ṽ(e)(·)∈Ṽ(e)(τ,T ,w(1)(τ),u(·))

{

λ(e)
α (τ, T , w(τ), u(·), ṽ(e)(·))}} (23)

(note, that the setU(τ, T ) is a finite set at the space
Rp, and the finite set̃V(e)(τ, T , w(1)(τ), u(·)) is con-
structed from (18), and then the solving of this prob-
lem is reduced to solving a finite discrete optimization
problem).
Taking into consideration (6)–(8), (14), (18)–(23),

and the conditions stipulated for the system (1)–(5),
one can prove (analogy as in works [Shorikov, 1997],
[Shorikov, 2005]), that the following assertion is valid.
Theorem 2. For fixed time intervalτ, T ⊆ 0, T (τ <

T ), admissible on the levelsI and II in the two
level hierarchical control system for the discrete-
time dynamical system (1)–(5) realizationsτ -positions
w(τ) = {τ, y(τ)} ∈ W(τ) (w(0) = w0 ∈ W0) and
w(1)(τ) = {τ, z(τ)} ∈ W(1)(τ) (w(1)(0) = w

(1)
0 ∈

W(1)
0 ) of the playersP and E, respectively, the set

Ũ(e)(τ, T , w(τ)) of the admissible program controls
ũ(e)(·) ∈ U(τ, T ) of the playerP on the levelI of
the control system and the numberc̃

(e)
α (τ, T , w(τ)) are

constructed from a finite number procedures of solv-
ing the linear and convex mathematical programming
problems, and the finite discrete optimization problem,
and the following equalities are true:

Ũ(e)(τ, T , w(τ)) = U(e)(τ, T , w(τ));

c̃(e)
α (τ, T , w(τ)) = c(e)

α (τ, T , w(τ)), (24)



where the setU(e)(τ, T , w(τ)) and the number
c
(e)
α (τ, T , w(τ))) determined by the relation (14).
We note that the proof of Theorem 2 is completely

analogous to the proof of Theorem 1.
Then, on the basis of the above algorithms of solv-

ing the Problems 1 and 2 the procedure of construct-
ing the solution of the Problem 3 for the discrete-time
dynamical system (1)–(5) can be represented as a se-
quence consisting from solving of the following two
sub-problems:
1) for any control̃u(e)(·) ∈ Ũ(e)(τ, T ) of the playerP

the constructing of the set̄V(e)(τ, T , w(1)(τ), ũ(e)(·))
and the number̄c(e)

α (τ, T , w(τ)) from solving the fol-
lowing optimization problem:

V̄(e)(τ, T , w(1)(τ), ũ(e)(·)) = {v̄(e)(·) :

v̄(e)(·) ∈ Ṽ(e)(τ, T , w(1)(τ), ũ(e)(·)),

= c̄(e)
α (τ, T , w(τ)) = λ(e)

α (τ, T , w(τ), ũ(e)(·), v̄(e)(·)) =

= min
u(·)∈U(τ,T )

min
ṽ(e)(·)∈Ṽ(e)(τ,T ,w(1)(τ),u(·))

{

λ(e)
α (τ, T , w(τ), u(·), ṽ(e)(·))}} (25)

(note, that the sets̃V(e)(τ, T , w(1)(τ), ũ(e)(·)) and
Ũ(e)(τ, T ;w(τ)) are constructed from relations (23)
and (18), respectively, and then the solving of this prob-
lem is reduced to solving a finite discrete optimization
problem);
2) for any control̃u(e)(·) ∈ Ũ(e)(τ, T ) of the playerP

and any control̄v(e)(·) ∈ V̄(e)(τ, T , w(1)(τ), ũ(e)(·))
of the player E the constructing of the number
c̄
(e)
β (τ, T , w(1)(τ), ũ(e)(·)) from solving the finite dis-

crete optimization problem described by relation (17)
and satisfies the following relation:

c̄
(e)
β (τ, T , w(1)(τ), ũ(e)(·)) =

= κ
(e)
β (τ, T , w(1)(τ), ũ(e)(·), v̄(e)(·)). (26)

Taking into consideration (18)–(26), and the condi-
tions stipulated for the system (1)–(5), one can prove
that the following assertion is valid.
Theorem 3. For fixed time intervalτ, T ⊆ 0, T (τ <

T ) and admissible on the levelI of the control in

two-level hierarchical dynamical system (1)–(5) real-
ization theτ -positionw(τ) = {τ, y(τ), z(τ)} ∈ W(τ)
(w(0) = {0, y0, z0} = w0 ∈ W0) of the playerP and
admissible on the levelII of the control process for this
dynamical system the realizationτ -positionw(1)(τ) ∈
W(1)(τ) (w(1)(0) = w

(1)
0 ∈ W(1)

0 ) of the playerE
which formed due from theτ -positionw(τ), and ad-
missible realization of the program minimax control
u(e)(·) ∈ Ũ(e)(τ, T , w(τ)) = U(e)(τ, T , w(τ)) of the
playerP on the levelI of the control process, which
formed due from the solution of the Problems 1 and
2, the setV̄(e)(τ, T , w(1)(τ), u(e)(·)) and the number
c̄
(e)
β (τ, T , w(1)(τ), u(e)(·)) which form due from (25)

and (26), respectively, are constructed from a finite
number procedures of solving the linear and the con-
vex mathematical programming problems and the fi-
nite discrete optimization problem, and the following
equalities are true:

V̄(e)(τ, T , w(1)(τ), u(e)(·)) =

= V̂(e)(τ, T , w(1)(τ), u(e)(·));

c̄(e)
α (τ, T , w(τ)) = c(e)

α (τ, T , w(τ));

c̄
(e)
β (τ, T , w(1)(τ), u(e)(·)) =

= c
(e)
β (τ, T , w(1)(τ), u(e)(·)). (27)

We note that the proof of Theorem 3 is completely
analogous to the proof of Theorem 1.
Note, that on the basis of the above algorithm of solv-

ing the Problems 1–3 the procedure of the construc-
tion a solution of the main problem of two-level hier-
archical minimax program control by the final states of
the objectsI and II for the discrete-time dynamical
system (1)–(5) in the presence of perturbations can be
formed from realization of a finite number procedures
of solving the linear and the convex mathematical pro-
gramming problems, and the finite discrete optimiza-
tion problems.

6 Conclusion
Thus, in this paper we have presented the mathemati-

cal formalization of the main problem of two-level hi-
erarchical minimax program control by the final states
of the objectsI andII for the discrete-time dynami-
cal system (1)–(5) with incomplete information. This
paper proposes an algorithm for solving this problem,



which is a realization of a finite sequence procedures
of solving the linear and the convex mathematical pro-
gramming problems, and the finite discrete optimiza-
tion problems.
Results obtained in this paper are based on the stud-

ies [Krasovskii and Subbotin, 1988]–[Filippova, 2016]
and can be used for computer simulation, design and
construction of multilevel control systems for actual
technical an economic dynamical processes operating
under deficit of information and uncertainty. Mathe-
matical models of such systems are presented, for ex-
ample, in [Fradkov, 2003]–[Tarbouriech and Garcia,
1997].
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